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Dr.Wayne

Genius
My deepest Purpose in life is to manifest the Gift of Anticipation.
To realise my Purpose I need to transform the Shadow of Fantasy.

Love
In relationships my greatest challenge is to transform the Shadow of
Indifference into the Gift of Versatility.
The highest expression of my heart is Purity.

Prosperity
I unlock my prosperity through my Gift of Discrimination.
I undermine my prosperity through the Shadow of Vanity.
I thrive best as part of a large network.

A  journey  of  self  illumination



Dr.wayne - MY GENIUS

My Life's Work - what I’m here to do - Gene Key 28

Life must be an adventure for you. This doesn't necessarily mean outwardly, although that is more than likely
if you meet the challenges that come your way. But your real talent is for seeing life as an adventure. This
attitude will change the whole gear of your existence — from life being a struggle in which you are a victim of
circumstance — to life being a journey with you as the hero or heroine. By living in this way, you will not only
feel alive but you will empower everyone whom you meet with a higher vision of themselves. Above all, you
must learn to trust in your own intuition to guide you along the way. Even when the odds seem stacked
against you, try to remember that all is not what it seems. Over time, the difficult phases you pass through
will allow more of you to come into the world.

My Evolution - what I’m here to learn - Gene Key 27

As a strongly individual person, your challenges in life are likely to centre on your level of commitment to
others. It is essential that you choose your allies in life extremely carefully. Despite your love of adventure
and excitement, you are one of the great nurturers of others. For you, closely tied relationships are meant to
last. You are tied to seven year cycles of caring, which means that when you enter into a relationship or
serious endeavour, you need to complete at least one cycle lasting seven years. If you break out of this cycle
before it is completed, it will haunt you for years. Sometimes you may not realise how much you really care
for others until it's too late, so it's better to understand your nature from the beginning. For you, there is
nothing more beautiful or fulfilling than to be in a position where you nurture others.

My Radiance - what keeps me healthy - Gene Key 31

Radiance for you is about recognition. When those who resonate with your message hear your voice, you
really begin to shine. You cannot make people recognise you; you have to wait for the right timing. The more
effort you expend, the further away from yourself you will move. Your health and well being is highly
dependent upon your self expression. Are you doing the thing you really love? Are you reaching people? Are
you shining? These are all natural by-products of your being in the flow of life. Above all you are here to exert
your positive influence over others whatever medium you use to convey it. Your gift is to help them find their
own inner flow with life. If you cannot be of service to the world and to others, you cannot really glow with
vitality. Your ideal environment in this regard is to be part of a team where your specific gifts are well
recognised and respected.

My Purpose - what deeply fulfils me - Gene Key 41

Your inner purpose is to feel the sheer joy of life throbbing through you as you bring something totally new
into the world. Whatever you do in life, no matter what it is, you have to do it in a way that has never been
conceived of before. You are ahead of your era. By following your Life's Work, you will catch the crest of a
new wave that is emerging into the world. Because of this, others will look to you as a leader, whether you
want that or not. The highest level of this Gift is about aligning yourself to an energy that has not yet fully
arrived in the world. This is an incredibly exciting role to have, and if you do not feel this excitement welling
up within you regularly, then you have not caught the right wave yet. You need to go deep within yourself to
sense this wave, and then have the courage to surf it out into the world.
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Dr.wayne - FULL PROFILE

Birth City:San Antonio, Texas, United States

Birth Date: 25 Oct 1977

Birth Time: 19:00

Life's Work

28.1

Immortality
Totality

Purposelessness
Line 1 - Creator

Evolution

27.1

Selflessness
Altruism
Selfishness
Line 1 - Self &
Empowerment

IQ

48.2

Wisdom
Resourcefulness

Inadequacy
Line 2 - The Brilliant mind (provocative)

EQ

56.4

Intoxication
Enrichment
Distraction
Line 4 - Kindness/Meanness

Pearl

52.3

Stillness
Restraint
Stress
Line 3 - Celebration

Radiance

31.3

Humility
Leadership
Arrogance

Line 3 - Interaction

Purpose

41.3

Emanation
Anticipation
Fantasy
Line 3 - Movement (blood)

Attraction

11.4

Light
Idealism
Obscurity
Line 4 - Frigidity/Romance

SQ

12.1

Purity
Discrimination

Vanity
Line 1 - Certainty (rhythm and routine)

Vocation

16.2

Mastery
Versatility

Indifference
Line 2 - Marketing (value)

Culture

12.4

Purity
Discrimination
Vanity
Line 4 - Network

The Siddhi - my essence
The Gift - my creativity
The Shadow - my challenge

Genius

Love

Prosperity

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROFILE
is an amazing journey of self discovery
into your Genius, Love and Prosperity

To begin exploring your Profile,
follow Step 1 of the Golden Path Program

It's free on: www.genekeys.com
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